GLOBAL SCHOLARLY EVENTS
FALL 2019

Below you will find a list of some of the Global Scholarly Event happening on campus and in the community this semester. Global Scholarly Events are workshops, trainings, or seminars that have a global, multicultural, or diversity focus. You may receive .5 points for each event up to one point for attending two. Documentation is needed to receive points towards the Global Citizens Credential under the Global Scholarly Work category. Please bring a documentation form (found on our website) when you attend an event and have it signed by a staff member. If you attended an event you think should qualify as Global Scholarly Work but is not on this list, please submit documentation to UH Global to be reviewed.

August

- 16- 'The Silence of Others’ on Spain, Franco, and the Quest for Justice
- 22- Out of the Gobi From Mao Zedong’s China to the American Dream
- 29- Senator Ted Cruz on U.S. Foreign Policy, Immigration & the Road Ahead

September

- 5- Ambassador Mousavian: Iran’s Perspective on the U.S. & Rising Tensions in the Middle East
- 9- David Kaye- Speech Police: The Global Struggle to Govern the Internet
- 17- Diversity 201 Workshop
- 17- Que Se Haga Justicia- Venezuela’s Political Prisoners
- 18- Diversity 101 Workshop
- 19- Beyond Nationalism: What’s Happening in Kashmir?
- 24- Dispatches from the Hong Kong Protests
- 25- LGBTQ Awareness
- 26- Avicenna to Modern Medicine: A Conversation with Muslim Doctors and Community Builders
- 27- DreamZone Ally Training
- 27- A Day of Perspective with American artist and activist Patrisse Cullors

October

- 1- Cougar Ally Training
- 2- Fatima Bhutto: How Bollywood, K-Pop, & Dizi are Reshaping Global Culture
- 7- The Targeter: My Life in the CIA, Hunting Terrorists and Challenging the White House
- 7- Power & Privilege Workshop
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12- Fluidity: A Sexuality Conference
15- Inclusive Language Workshop
16- Fall Speaker Series: Dominique Jackson
17- Diversity 101 Workshop
22- Cougar Ally 2.0: Trans 101
22- The Iran Crisis: Economic Sanctions, Escalating Tensions, and the Nuclear Deal
24- Silver, Sword & Stone: How Greed, Violence & Religion Made & Continue to Share Latin America Today
24- DreamZone Ally Training
24- What Makes an American?: A Story of Global Migration and Its Impact on Houston
30- American Success Stories: Houston’s Self-Made Asian Entrepreneurs
31- LGBTQ Awareness

November

4- Susan Rice- Tough Love: My Story of the Things Worth Fighting For
4- Inclusive Language Workshop
5- Amna Nawaz: Immigration, the Border, the Media and the 2020 U.S. Election
6- Cougar Ally 2.0: Understanding (Trans)Gender
7- Putin’s Witnesses Screening & Discussion
12- Russia, China & the U.S.: How a Small Stakes Crisis Could Lead to a Large Scale War
14- Ukraine: The New Government, Russia & Regional Outlook
15- Cougar Ally Training
18- Berlin Wall: 30 Years After the Fall
19- Power & Privilege Workshop
19- Clean Energy Cooperation in Asia: The Role of China and the U.S.
21- WAC 50th Anniversary with Former U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations, Nikki Haley

December

10- China: The New & Future Global Face of the Surveillance State

*Note: For all World Affairs Council events, please let them know you are a UH student in the GCC program to receive a discounted price or waived fee. For all Asia Society Events, please email Mei Qi at mqi@asiasociety.org to request to be put on the comp list for free tickets.